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Abstract
Purpose: To evaluate the performance of additional local shim coils within the head/neck surface coil for diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) MRI of the head/neck region
using a 3-Tesla scanner.
Material and Methods: Ten healthy volunteers underwent single-shot echo-planar DWI and T1 gradient echo
acquisition of the head/neck region, without (sEPI; sGRE)
and with (cEPI; cGRE) the use of additional shim coils integrated into the head/neck coil. Additionally, B0 field maps
with and without additional shim coils were acquired using a dual-echo T1w GRE sequence. Acquisitions were performed on a clinical 3T scanner. In the DWI images, visual
evaluation was performed for overall image quality (OAIQ),
signal loss, distortions and ghosting. Failure of fat saturation was visually assessed for all sequences. Assessments
were quantified using a 4-point scale by two radiologists in
consensus. The effects on static field homogeneities were
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evaluated visually in the acquired field maps. Apparent
diffusion coefficients (ADCs) were quantified in the spinal
cord, spinal fluid and trapezius muscle for sEPI and cEPI.
Results: Compared to sEPI, cEPI significantly improved
OAIQ, distortion and ghosting and decreased signal loss
(p≤0.008). Additionally, cEPI resulted in significantly improved fat saturation compared to sEPI, sGRE and cGRE
(p<0.001). Regarding the static magnetic field, additional
local shim coils resulted in marked homogenisation, especially in the lower/posterior neck. ADC values did not
differ significantly (p≥0.08).
Conclusions: Additional local shim coils integrated into
the head/neck surface coil improve homogenisation of
the static magnetic field and providing improved DWI
quality compared to standard sEPI. For T1-weighted
sGRE, additional coils have no significant effect on fat
saturation.
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Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) is a widely used and
increasingly important magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) technique in regular clinical practice. The mechanism of DWI is based on the motion of water molecules
through various types of tissue, with more restricted
motion in cell-rich tissues such as tumours [1-3]. These
diffusion-restricted, cell rich tissues are pictured as
areas of hyperintense signal on MRI images [4]. Since
the value of DWI was first demonstrated for patients
with acute stroke and tumours of the CNS, clinical implementation steadily increased. DWI is now an inherent part of patients suspected ischaemic stroke due to
its superiority to non-contrast computed tomography
(CT), especially within the first 12 hours after symptom
onset [5]. In addition, malignant brain tumours, peritumoural oedema and physiological brain tissue can be
differentiated using DWI [6, 7]. DWI is also employed as
a means of evaluating for myocardial ischaemia and to
detect and stage oncological malignancies and non-oncological diseases, such as inflammatory lesions. In the
neck, DWI is specifically used to evaluate for primary
tumours and lymph node metastasis in order to measure treatment response and to differentiate between
recurring tumours and post-therapeutic changes [3,
8-11]. Furthermore, oriented water diffusivity can be
measured by employing diffusion tensor imaging [12].
Of the several DWI techniques used clinically, echo
planar imaging (EPI) is employed most commonly due
to its rapid acquisition time and resistance to motion-induced phase errors [13, 14]. Several disadvantages of using standard single-shot EPI (sEPI) exist
however. These include strong geometric distortions,
which occur due to heterogeneous tissues with varying susceptibilities, as well as signal loss and failure
of fat saturation due to inhomogeneities of the static
magnetic field (B0) [3, 13, 15-17]. These disadvantages can be further compounded with increasing field
strengths [18].
The head and neck region is particularly challenging
for echo planar DWI due to air-containing structures

and static field inhomogeneities of relative strength
with their resulting artefact generation [1, 3]. These
inhomogeneities are caused by the complex geometry
of this region, as well as strong susceptibility artefacts
generated by differences in muscle, adipose, air, blood
vessels and their surrounding tissues [2, 9].
Since gradient shimming coils are not able to completely homogenise complex static field inhomogeneities, a potential alternative is the use of additional local
shim coils (cEPI). These additional coils are integrated
into the lower part of the head and neck surface coil
for further improvement of the inhomogeneities of the
local static magnetic field, with the goal of improved
image quality for EPI based DWI.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the performance of additional local shim coils within the head
and neck surface coil for DWI MRI of the head/neck region using a 3-Tesla machine.

Material and Methods
Study Design

DWI of the head and neck of 10 healthy volunteers (7
males, 3 females, mean age 30.2 ± 4.4 years) were obtained
for this study. MR acquisitions were performed on a clinical 3-Tesla scanner (MAGNETOM Vida, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany), with the patient in a supine
position and the head stabilised with padding on each side
of the head/neck surface coil. The head/neck surface coil
itself consisted of 20 channels and 2 coil elements. The
study was approved by the local ethics committee of the
Eberhard Karls University Tuebingen (Germany), and informed consent of all volunteers was obtained.
In all volunteers, a single-shot EPI DWI acquisition
of the head/neck region (skull base to shoulders) was
performed without (sEPI) and with (cEPI) the use of
local shim coils integrated into the lower part of the
head/neck coil. In addition, a standard T1-weighted
(T1w) gradient echo with spectral fat saturation was
performed without (sGRE) and with (cGRE) the use of
local shim coils. In order to quantify static field inhomogeneities, B0 field maps with and without active local
5
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Table 1. Parameters of the acquired sequences with (cEPI, cGRE and cFieldMap) and without (EPI, GRE and
FieldMap) additional shim coils.

shim coils were acquired using a dual-echo T1w gradient echo sequence.

Technical Overview

The principal of operation of the local shim feature is the
generation of patient-dependent B0 fields in order to compensate field inhomogeneities induced by the patient. For
head and neck applications, field generation is achieved
with the help of two independent local shim coil elements.
Each local shim coil element consists of multiple windings
of copper traces arranged in such a way that the resulting local shim field best aligns to the typical B0 field inhomogeneities induced by the human body. Corresponding
patient-adapted shim currents are required to adjust the
individual B0 field.
For the generation of patient-optimised local shim
fields, an accurate knowledge of the disturbed B0 field
is necessary. This is done by a separate sequence, which
is measured before the actual clinical sequence. Using
this input, the required currents for the local shim coil
elements can be calculated.
In order to maximise both adequate image quality
and patient safety, special measures were undertaken,
which included ensuring decoupling of the local shim
coil elements during the transmit phase and decoupling from the gradient system during the transmit and
receive phase of the MR acquisition process.

MRI Protocol

The sequence parameters with and without local shim
coils are shown in Table 1. The same phase encoding
direction was used for all EPI sequences.

Visual Analysis

Evaluation was performed in a blinded and randomised
6

fashion by two radiologists in consensus with 7 and 3
years of experience in MRI, respectively. The EPI-based
DWI sequences with and without additional local shim
coils in the head and neck surface coil were assessed for
overall image quality, fat saturation, signal loss, spatial
distortions and ghosting. sGRE T1w without and with
local shim coils were assessed only for quality of fat
saturation. Visual evaluation for all categories was performed on a 4-point Likert scale (1=best possible outcome of the above described category, 4=worst possible
outcome).
The effect of local shim coils on the static field distribution was additionally evaluated. To this end, a field
map was computed from the dual-echo GRE sequence
using vendor-provided software (Syngo Via, Siemens
Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany).

Quantitative Analysis

For sEPI and cEPI, the voxel value ± standard deviations
of apparent diffusion coefficients (ADC) were measured
and compared in three separate anatomical compartments (spinal cord, spinal fluid and trapezius muscle)
using circular regions of interest (ROIs).

Statistics

Numerical data are shown as mean ± standard deviation
(SD). For comparison of ordinal data, the Friedman test
with Bonferroni correction was used, while a T-test was
used for continuous data. P-values ≤0.05 were defined
as being statistically significant.

Results
Visual analysis

The use of additional local shim coils for single-shot
echo planar DWI resulted in a marked improvement
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Fig. 1. Visual image analysis of A: overall image quality (OAIQ), signal loss, distortion, ghosting and B: fat saturation. Data is
presented as mean ± standard deviation.

Fig. 2. Image examples of volunteers. Axial images of the head (A) and shoulder (B) regions with significantly improved image
quality, signal loss, distortions and ghosting in cEPI compared to sEPI. Increased fat saturation in cGRE over sGRE, especially in
the posterior head and neck regions (arrows).
of overall image quality compared to EPI without the
use of additional coils (p<0.001). Furthermore, signal
loss was almost none in cEPI, while sEPI showed significantly increased intermediate levels (p<0.001). The
same was seen for distortions between cEPI and sEPI.
Although the margin decreased compared to overall
image quality and signal loss, spatial distortions were
significantly reduced in cEPI (p=0.008). Ghosting artefacts were also significantly reduced in cEPI compared
to sEPI (p=0.003) (Figs. 1, 2).
Fat saturation using single-shot EPI without and
with the use of additional local shim coils resulted in
a significant improvement of cEPI (p<0.001). Furthermore, comparing sGRE and cGRE showed improved fat

saturation for cGRE, though not significantly (p=0.177)
(Figs. 1, 2).
Comparing the B0 field maps without and with the use
of local shim coils resulted in a marked homogenisation
of the static field, especially in the lower and posterior
neck regions (Fig. 3).

Quantitative analysis

As described above, the ADC values were quantified in
three different anatomical compartments (spinal cord,
spinal fluid, trapezius muscles). The measured values
did not show significant differences between the acquired sequences for each of the compartments, respectively (p≥0.08; Fig. 4).
7
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Fig. 3. Bo field maps of the head and neck region of sEPI (A)
and cEPI (B); (A/B: axial head - top left; sagittal - top right;
axial shoulders - bottom).

Discussion

In this study, we evaluated a new shimming technique for
echo planar DWI and T1w GRE which uses additional local
shim coils integrated into the head/neck surface coils at
3-Tesla.
Our results demonstrate that cEPI significantly improves
overall image quality, signal loss, distortion and ghosting
as compared to sEPI, as well as markedly improves fat
saturation compared to sEPI. However, cGRE showed no
improvement for the saturation of fat compared to sGRE.
Additionally, quantified ADC values showed no significant
difference between sEPI and cEPI.
In recent years, several studies have described shimming methods in different regions of the body with significant improvement in resulting images [9, 14, 17, 19-24].
EPI with slice-specific integrated dynamic shimming
and frequency adjustment (iEPI) has been shown to improve overall image quality in the head and neck region
due to the improved homogenisation of the magnetic
field, resulting in a reduction of artefacts [25]. This was
also shown in a recent study by Chen et al. (2018) who
assessed 21 patients with thyroid nodules for the image
quality of integrated shimming compared to 3D volume
shimming EPI [23]. However, iEPI cannot be combined
with simultaneous-multi-slice (SMS) imaging for the purpose of reducing examination time.
In a study with 74 breast cancer patients, Kim et al.
demonstrated superiority in image quality of readout-segmented EPI (rsEPI), which reduces the effect of B0 field
inhomogeneities by shortening the echo spacing as compared to sEPI [9, 26]. In addition, it has been shown by our
group that combining the above mentioned iEPI and rsEPI
(irsEPI) resulted in a further improvement in MR imaging
8
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Fig. 4. ADC quantification within the three anatomical compartments. Data is presented as mm2/s ± standard deviation;
ns: not significant.

of the head and neck region [9]. However, comparing cEPI
and irsEPI, the currently described method has the additional advantage of reduction in acquisition time, as well
as the added ability to use inversion recovery fat saturation (SPAIR).
The results of the quantification of ADC values are similar with previous studies, which demonstrated no significant differences in the measurements. However, it should
be noted that most previous studies analysed different
anatomical structures and compared different shimming
techniques [9, 23, 27]. Yet, the measured anatomical structures in this study were chosen to cover a wide range of
ADC-values.
In general, the rapid improvement in MRI of the head
and neck region has resulted in improved clinical diagnosis. Consequently, further assessments of different kinds
of pathologies in the head and neck region are necessary
[28]. Specifically, primary tumours that occur in the oral
cavity, pharynx, larynx, salivary glands, thyroid, soft tissue as well as neural structures and lymph node metastasis should be assessed. Furthermore, additional evaluation
of treatment response as well as differentiation between
recurring tumours and post-therapeutic change is necessary [4, 8, 9, 11, 29]. The results of this study show that
additional local shim coils implemented in the head and
neck surface coil improve image quality and homogeneity of the magnetic field without altering scan time, leading to potentially improved clinical evaluation of these
pathologies.
This study has several limitations. In the clinical setting, patients’ compliance may be reduced during MR ex-
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aminations as compared to health volunteers, resulting in
increased motion artefact. Thus, further evaluation of the
clinical significance of our results in DWI are necessary. Although quantitively measurable with distortion ratio, signal-to-noise ratio, and contrast-to-noise ratio, image analysis was only performed on a subjective basis. Furthermore,
the described improvement in image quality and increased
homogeneity of the magnetic field does not necessarily
translate to improvement in clinical diagnostics and resulting therapeutic decisions. In order to explore these limitations, a larger sample size in disease-specific cohorts is required. Lastly, the MR scanner that was used for this study
has only the described echo planar DWI shimming sequences (sEPI, cEPI). Thus, we were not able to compare this new
shimming technique to clinically proven techniques such as
slice-specific integrated dynamic shimming.
In the future, cEPI may be combined with simultaneous-multi-slice to further reduce examination time.
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Conclusion

Additional local shim coils integrated into the head/
neck surface coil improve homogenisation of the static magnetic field and providing improved DWI quality
compared to standard sEPI. For T1w sGRE, additional
coils have no significant effect on fat saturation. R
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